
Diversity and Anti- Racism

Parent Forum 3rd December 

2020

 Welcome & thank you for joining us

 Please mute yourself

 Please use the chat function for questions

 Feel free to have your camera on or off



Agenda
• Timeline

• Curriculum update for each phase group: EYFS, 

Yrs1&2, Yrs3&4 and Yrs5&6

• The English Curriculum across Haseltine

• Managing racist incidents

• Questions & answers



Summer 2020
 May: George Floyd murdered and the BLM gains global momentum

 June: 2 weeks after Floyd’s death Haseltine attach their name to a statement from 

Lewisham

 June: An email was sent to SLT signed by members of staff addressing the delayed 

response of the school about the BLM movement and the need to diversify SLT and 

decolonise the curriculum 

 June: First meeting of the Anti Racist Action Group. In this meeting we discussed areas 

where the school needs to develop. The main areas that arose were accountability, diversity 

in the curriculum and representation in SLT

 July: Final meeting before the summer break we created focused targets to work on for our 

return in September. 

 Policy - Anti-racist policy to be created and presented to staff

 Reading – more BAME authors and characters to be prioritiesed

 Visitors - importance of children seeing successful figures in BAME community in a range of roles

 Curriculum - BAME figures to be embedded across all subjects



Summer 2020
 Purchased a diverse range of books for classes, the 

library and the CPD library

 Planned INSET 

 Questionnaire to parents

 Autumn curriculum planning

 Planned parent forum

 Shared resources with community

 Ensure weekly newsletters are informative



Autumn 2020
 Sept Inset: Professor Jason Arday led the INSET day focusing on white 

privilege, racism in education and the importance of representation in all 

aspects of education. 

 Sept: The first draft of the anti-racist policy was presented to staff further 

amendments were needed 

 Sept: World Afro Hair Day

 Sept: Conversations around BLM are had across the school. Displays begin to 

reflect these discussions. 

 Oct: Show Racism the Red Card event

 Oct: ARAG meet again to review targets made in the last meeting and to add 

new ones.
 Policy - Anti-racist policy to be created and presented to staff

 Reading – more BAME authors and characters to be prioritiesed

 Visitors - importance of children seeing successful figures in BAME community in a range of roles

 Curriculum - BAME figures to be embedded across all subjects



Autumn 2020

 Oct: 1st parent forum to discuss changes being made in the school

 Oct: Head of history and curriculum is appointed

 Oct: Terell the spoken word poet visited KS2

 November: Serlina Boyd founder of the Uk’s first black children’s magazine visited KS2 

 November: Final draft of the anti-racist policy is presented. ARAG to final draft

 November: Black Learning Achievement and Mental Health (BLAM) have consultation to 

assist with decolonizing the curriculum 

 Ongoing: Diversify our History curriculum and our book corners

 Ongoing: Weekly assemblies focus on books from BAME authors e.g The Proudest Blue 

 Ongoing: ARAG to meet to review targets from last meeting



Spring 2021
 Revised History curriculum to be presented to all staff on INSET 

day

 Offer parent focus group

 Continue regular parent forums to openly discuss becoming an 
anti-racist school

 Diversify our Spring Term curriculum

 Continue to acquire books from BAME authors, with BAME 
characters.

 Take one picture to focus on BAME poets, influencers and 
musicians 

 Ongoing: ARAG to meet to review targets from last meeting



Summer 2021
 June 22nd : Windrush Day

 Continue regular parent forum to openly discuss 

becoming an anti-racist school

 Diversify our Summer Term curriculum

 Ongoing: ARAG to meet to review progress made over 

the year and set targets for the following academic year 



Anti-Racism in the Early 

years Foundation 

Stage.
“Diversity is the one true thing we all have in common. 

Celebrate it every day.” – Anonymous



Early Years Values

The Early Years Foundation Stage is underpinned by 4 values;

 A unique child

Every child is a unique child, who is constantly learning and can be resilient, capable, confident and self 

assured.

 Positive relationships

Children learn to be strong and independent through positive relationships.

 Enabling environments

Children learn well in enabling environments, in which their experiences respond to their individual needs 

and there is a strong partnership between practitioners and parents/carers.

 Learning and development

Children learn and develop in different ways and at different rates. The framework covers the education and 

care of all children in early years settings, including children with special educational needs and disabilities.



How do we ensure anti-

racism in the EYFS?
 In the EYFS we give the children freedom and space to find 

out who they are. They learn to negotiate with other children 
and are quick to accept each other’s differences, without the 
pre-conceived ideas we adults may have.

 One of the most important aspects of our EYFS curriculum 
is PSED; Personal, Social and Emotional Development. As 
part of this learning, we often talk about how everyone is 
different, yet we are all human beings. 

 We talk about and demonstrate what it means to be a kind 
friend and to treat others with respect.

 We use a range of books by diverse authors to help children 
understand this and to be able to articulate their own 
feelings on it.



The importance of quality 

diverse books.

We want all children to see 

themselves reflected in the 

books and resources we 

use.



Anti-Racism Day
 As you can imagine, it is hard to explain to 4 and 5 year 

olds what racism is. But during our whole school ‘Anti-

Racism’ day, many children wore t-shirts with positive 

slogans about equality and we again read stories to 

illustrate the point that all are welcome here. 



How do we ensure anti-racism 

through the EYFS curriculum?
• We begin the year by exploring ‘Our Families. Our Lives.’ which gives 

children the opportunity to talk about who they are, their likes and dislikes, 

the things that make them inherently who they are and also about their 

families. 

• Our favourite activity in this early part of the year is painting self portraits 

where we encourage the children to look in the mirror and really see their 

colours, shapes and sizes.

• When selecting resources for all of our topics we ensure that

a diverse range of people are represented. 



“Diversity is the one true thing we all have in common. Celebrate it every 

day.” – Anonymous

• As part of discussion around our families and learning to understand the 

world in which our children live, we talk a lot about festivals and 

celebrations.

• We encourage children to think about how they celebrate things differently 

to others.

• Our children learn to understand that there are differences in people 

around the world and that we celebrate those differences whilst knowing 

we are all equals.

• This term we have learnt about the Hindu festival of Divali and will also 

learn about Christmas, and how people celebrate it around the world.



Year 1 and 2
Author Visits with Patrice Augustus-Brown (author of Sky 

Up) and Serlina Boyd (creator of Cocoa Girl and Cocoa Boy 

magazine)



KS1 story time



Displays and Events

Serlina Boyd visit

Anti-Racist Day



Displays and Events

Anti-Racist 

Day



Displays and Events



Curriculum

Matthew Henson, 

Year 2

Dr Maggie

Aderin-Pocock, 

Year 1

Magdalene Odundo, 

Year 2

Lakpa Rita Sherpa,

Year 1



Year 3
Core texts



Year 3
Scientists – Autumn term

Christopher Jackson who is a 

British Geologist from the 

Imperial college London

Dr. Lisa White who is an 

American Paleontologist.



Year 3&4 CCGL day  



Visits

Serlina Boyd, 

Founder of Coco 

magazines  





Visits 

Terrell 

Lewis, 

Spoken 

word artist. 



Year 4 displays



Year 5
Victorians and Modern London

 Year 5 have studied Sara Forbes Bonetta and Prince 

Alamayu.

 They will be learning about The Battle of Lewisham

and studying the artwork ‘Destruction of the National 

Front’ by Eddie Chambers

 Reading High Rise Mystery by Sharna Jackson and 

they have had a virtual visit

 Scientist focus Walter Lincoln Hawkins and Wangari

Maathai

 In reading they have looked at the books A Black 

Woman Did That and poems by Grace Nicholls

 They have used Kehinde Wiley’s artwork as inspiration 

for self portraits 





Year 6

World War One: History and Writing
We began by studying the British Empire and Britain's role as a colonial power. We looked at how 

British colonialism impacted (and continues to impact)  indigenous people around the world, with a 

view to understanding why 2.5 million people from the colonies volunteered to fight for Britain in 

World War One. 



The children learned about the 

indigenous peoples and cultures of 

lands 

that were colonised by the British. 

We focused on showing the children 

the depth of civilisation that existed 

pre- British Empire and how, with the 

arrival of colonisation, these 

civilisations were deliberately and 

irreversibly altered.



Children were given opportunities to present their learning through writing 

in role as well as being encouraged to develop their own conclusions and 

perspectives on the British Empire.   







Lots of class discussions were held to 

debate opinions, help children 

consolidate and explore their ideas as 

well as to demonstrate the ambiguous 

nature of historical perspectives. 



We then studied the concept of being a "British subject", how that helped recruit tens of thousands of 

soldiers from the colonies. We explored and challenged common perceptions of what a British soldier 

looked like and paid close attention to the often overlooked contributions Black and Asian soldiers made to 

Britain's involvement in the war.





During our research into World War One, we looked into the West 

Indian Regiment and focused on several prominent soldiers:



We also used some of the posters aimed 

at West Indian recruits to analyse 

propaganda techniques.



We have begun to study about the inequalities and 

prejudices soldiers of colour faced due to their 

race, as well as the many valiant and important 

roles that they played in spite of that 

discrimination. 



We used a primary source: “A Canadian Gun-pit” by 

Percy Wyndham Lewis to make inferences about the 

role of Black solders in WWI.







All of this learning is building towards a final writing 

outcome for the children in which they will be writing in 

character as a solider on the front lines writing a letter 

home. 



English

• 88% (minimum) of texts ordered for book corners and for reading 

lessons are representative of our BAME community

• BAME author visits (EYFS Xavier Pencel, KS1 Patrice Augustus-

Brown and KS2 Meena Rajput)

• Cocoa Boy and Cocoa Girl ordered for Years 2 – 6

• Meeting with new curriculum lead to ensure BAME 

representation is reflective of our cohort



Managing Racist Incidents

• Racism is a form of bullying

• Institutional or Personal

• No incident should go unchallenged no 

matter how small- perception

• Inform

o A member of SLT

o Parent/carers of all parties involved

• Record

• We have a log and we have a duty to 

report to the governors



Support

For the victim For the perpetrator

• Listen

• Remain calm

• Accept their language

• Understand their courage

• Acknowledge feelings

• Confirm

• Reassure

• Protect

• Whole class teaching on issues

• Reflection for the individual

• Expected behaviour contracts

• Invite in experts



Questions?

Thank you so much for joining 

us this evening.


